
Your vocabulary workout Handed out: Third worksheet

Picture Matching

Match the words in the box to the pictures below.

airport, swimming pool, fountain, WiFi, cauliflower, parking lot,

brussels sprouts, police officer, choir

1: ________________ 2: ________________ 3: ________________

4: ________________ 5: ________________ 6: ________________

7: ________________ 8: ________________ 9: ________________
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Translation matching

Match the words on the left with the translations on the right.

1. opinion

2. because

3. novel

4. make sure

5. headache

6. choir

7. unusual

8. strict

9. shy

10. lawyer

11. fever

12. talkative

A. aussergewöhnlich

B. Fieber

C. sicherstellen

D. redselig / gesprächig

E. Roman

F. (Rechts-) Anwalt

G. Chor

H. Kopfschmerzen

I. streng

J. Meinung

K. schüchtern

L. weil
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Definition multiple choice

Circle (or mark) the word (or phrase) that is best described by the definitions below.

1. Furniture that is made for two people to sleep on.

scuba diving asparagus lawyer double bed

2. What you pay for when a hotel or bed-and-breakfast gives you breakfast and

dinner.

WiFi headache hail half-board

3. This is a place where one car will fit. It's often difficult to find in the city.

parking space asparagus headache parking lot

4. This is like a "field" (but often with asphalt) where many cars can wait for their

drivers.

parking garage cockroach double bed parking lot

5. A big box filled with water where you can swim. In Dresden, the Arnoldbad is

an example of this.

cockroach swimming pool parking lot headache

6. A big room, usually the first one you walk into in a building like a hotel or

school.

parking garage lawyer cauliflower lobby

7. The kind of network that does not need cables.

parking lot autumn project manager WiFi

8. The season between summer and winter. This is when the leaves change color

and fall off the tree.

half-board autumn lobby parking garage

9. An insect with a wide, flat body. You don't want to find it in your kitchen or

hotel room!

WiFi shy cockroach scuba diving
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10. 'Bad' summer weather in which little balls of ice fall from the sky. It can cause a

lot of damage.

WiFi parking space hail autumn

11. A place under a building where cars can be stored.

half-board parking garage cockroach hail

12. The activity where you take air in a tank underwater to swim for a long time.

Jacques Cousteau did this.

asparagus parking lot scuba diving project manager
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Fill in the blank

Fit the words in the grey box into the spaces in the sentences below. Each of the words

should only fit into one of the sentences.

egg, museum, project manager, fountain, police officer, audiologist,

brussels sprouts, hometown, city planner, asparagus, airport,

cauliflower

1. For the last twenty years, Frank never went back to his ___________________.

Now he wants to see how everything changed at home.

2. There is a ___________________ inside the mall that the children like to watch.

It's amazing to see the water shooting back and forth.

3. There is a hygiene ___________________ in Dresden that includes a 'glass

person.'

4. After your flight, you can take a shuttle from the ___________________ to your

hotel.

5. Our youngest won't eat vegetables, so we had broccoli and

___________________ and said they were 'baby trees.' I felt stupid, but she ate

them.

6. A ___________________ checked everyone's backpack to make sure nobody

carried glass bottles or weapons.

7. Ella works as a ___________________. Her job is mostly telling people why

they can't build the things they want to build.

8. Spring doesn't start for me until we have ___________________ with potatoes,

ham, and hollondaise sauce.

9. Sven is an ___________________. He sells hearing aids, but never listens!

10. I'm only responsible for the software part of the website. The

___________________ has to coordinate with marketing and design.

11. Our children will eat a lot of vegetables, but not ___________________. They

call them 'baby cabbages' and say they are disgusting.

12. My sister found an ___________________ in the yard and brought it in, now we

have a bird in the house.


